
| Host

  : KI Sports Festival

| Organize

  : Korea Pole Sportart Federation

| Substance

  : Online tournaments due to COVID-19

| Recording Relay & Final Judge

  1) Recording Relay : Saturday, October 31st 

  2) Final Judge : Monday, November 9th, The official YouTube channel of the KI Sports Festival. 

| How To Proceed & Benefits/prize

  1) Proceed : KI Sports Festival upload official YouTube channel (Winners and Popular Voting, etc.)

  2) Benefits : All participants will be awarded medals and certificates of participation,

                  The winner of each event will receive a motion video exchange certificate worth 

                  1million won, Kismultishop gift certificate, etc.

| Application for participation

  1) Way : Apply to participate in pole dance of sports games on the official website of the KI Sport Festival.

              (www.kisportsfestival.com / Search KI Sports Festival on Naver)

              Download the entry form - Send the application form and video e-mail after completion -  

              Deposit - Issue a certificate of participation (kisportsfestival@naver.com)

              You can submit the video separately from the application form by October 25th.

  2) Period : 1st ) Monday, August 10th, ~ Sunday, August 16th - 30,000 won

                2nd) Monday, August 17th ~ Sunday, October 25th - 50,000 won

  3) Inquiry for entry : kisportsfestival@naver.com / Kakao Talk Channel KI Sports Festival

  4) Video production and editing inquiry : kipictures@naver.com / Kakao Talk Channel KI Pictures
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01. Drama

[ Common matter ]

1. Lenth 2:40~3:20

2. Gives more score weight to natural expression rather than skill difficulty.

3. Gives high scores to the expression of content using Pole and the visual beauty and background.

4. Regardless of the shooting location and time, the edited video and the content of the video 

   are also submitted. The video is submitted as an MP4 file.

5. Auxiliary performers who do not touch Paul are possible.

6. The video can be edited by changing the time and place, but the motion must be connected

   and the flow of the plot should not be interrupted.

[ Screening criteria ]

Story
Story content and originality

Choreography and acting

Aesthetic
Element

Background costume

Make-up body line

The beauty of video expression

Natural representation of technology

Technical
Score

Flexibility technology

Strence technology, dynamic

10

20

10

10

20

10

10

10

There must be a story of the work.

The time of contact with the pole should be more than 40% of the total length of the work.

There must be a story. 

The content delivered to the audience is expressed through pole dance, acting, and video.
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| Participating Division & Screening criteria



Story

Aesthetic
Element

Technical
Score

Harmonization of conceptual music production

Acting and expression

Background costume

Make-up body line

The beauty of video expression

Floor

Difficulty level of pole technique

20

10

10

10

20

20

10
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02. Exotic

You can add visual beauty to the existing exotic or do it without high heels in other necessary

videos.

[ Screening criteria ]

You can express it to your heart's content, except for excessive sexual portrayal or explicit 

touching of a specific area. Exotic high heels must be worn while the pole is in motion.

One more hour for Pole and Floor to exceed 50% of the total work.

The video can be shot and edited by changing the time and place, but the operation must be 

connected.
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[ Common matter ]

1. Lenth 2:40~3:20

2. Gives more score weight to natural expression rather than skill difficulty.

3. Gives high scores to the expression of content using Pole and the visual beauty and background.

4. Regardless of the shooting location and time, the edited video and the content of the video 

   are also submitted. The video is submitted as an MP4 file.

5. Auxiliary performers who do not touch Paul are possible.

6. The video can be edited by changing the time and place, but the motion must be connected

   and the flow of the plot should not be interrupted.



Aesthetic
Element

Technical
Score

Character Choreography and acting expression suitable for the character

Costume make-up

Harmony of music and content background

The beauty of video expression

Natural connection of technology

Flexibility technology

Strence technology, dynamic

20

10

10

20

10

10

10
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03. Character

Expressions of characters such as movies and cartoons can be considered as a combination

of cosplay and pole, and characters are expressed using the characteristics of the video.

[ Screening criteria ]

Expresses characters such as movies and cartoons.

It is a combination of cosplay and pole and expresses the character by utilizing the characteristics

of the video. The time of body contact with the pole should be more than 40% of the total length

of the work.
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[ Common matter ]

1. Lenth 2:40~3:20

2. Gives more score weight to natural expression rather than skill difficulty.

3. Gives high scores to the expression of content using Pole and the visual beauty and background.

4. Regardless of the shooting location and time, the edited video and the content of the video 

   are also submitted. The video is submitted as an MP4 file.

5. Auxiliary performers who do not touch Paul are possible.

6. The video can be edited by changing the time and place, but the motion must be connected

   and the flow of the plot should not be interrupted.



Harmonic
Beauty

Does it connect with other genres?

Harmony of choreography and musical acting

Aesthetic
Element

Background costume

Make-up body line

The beauty of video expression

Natural representation of technology

Technical
Score

Flexibility technology

Strence technology, dynamic

20

10

10

10

20

10

10

10
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04. Pole Dancing

Works combined with other sports or dances such as pole, ballet, b-boy belly, taekwondo, 

kung fu etc.

[ Screening criteria ]

It is a work that is combined with other sports and dances such as ballet, b-boy, belly, 

taekwondo, kung fu with Pole. It is characterized by expressing harmony with other genres.

For example, the action similar to the pole is expressed or shown back and forth.

You can get a high score when expressing actions that lead from one genre to another.
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[ Common matter ]

1. Lenth 2:40~3:20

2. Gives more score weight to natural expression rather than skill difficulty.

3. Gives high scores to the expression of content using Pole and the visual beauty and background.

4. Regardless of the shooting location and time, the edited video and the content of the video 

   are also submitted. The video is submitted as an MP4 file.

5. Auxiliary performers who do not touch Paul are possible.

6. The video can be edited by changing the time and place, but the motion must be connected

   and the flow of the plot should not be interrupted.
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05. Pole Sports

Submit unedited full-shot videos, such as an existing competition

All static spinning must be used, and essential operation prohibited according to level is given.

[ Screening criteria ]

- Beginner level 

   <Essential movement>

   Spinpole : Combination with two or more technologies, allegra. gemini

   Static pole : Combination spin 

   <Forbidden movement>

   1. Deadlift type (deadlift shoulder mount, musclup)

   2. Iron Flag type (ion x. ion flag)

   3. Flip

- Level 2 Intermedate & Advanced

   No technical restrictions
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[ Common matter ]

1. Lenth 2:40~3:20

2. Gives more score weight to natural expression rather than skill difficulty.

3. Gives high scores to the expression of content using Pole and the visual beauty and background.

4. Regardless of the shooting location and time, the edited video and the content of the video 

   are also submitted. The video is submitted as an MP4 file.

5. Auxiliary performers who do not touch Paul are possible.

6. The video can be edited by changing the time and place, but the motion must be connected

   and the flow of the plot should not be interrupted.

Harmonic
Beauty Harmony of choreography and musical acting

Aesthetic
Element

make-up costume body line

the beauty of video expression

natural representation of technology

Technical
Score

flexibility technology

strence technology, dynamic

10

10

10

10

30

30


